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Note on Terms and Figures

In the present study, the term “Polish Underground” in uppercase refers to the legal underground organizations in occupied Poland recognized by, and swearing allegiance to, the Polish government-in-exile. Use of the generic term “Polish underground” in lowercase, on the other hand, refers to all Polish underground organizations in the occupied homeland, including communists and ultra-nationalists who neither swore allegiance to nor were recognized by the Polish government-in-exile. Note also that the term “Warsaw Uprising” refers to the Polish armed rising in August–September 1944, while the term “Warsaw ghetto uprising” refers to the Jewish armed revolt of April–May 1943.

The selection of fifteen images in this volume consists of photographs for which copyright permission could be obtained or for which there is no known copyright holder. Photographs intended to be added but were not, because copyright permission could not be obtained, include those of Home Army members who are documented to have committed crimes against Jews and whose stories are discussed in detail in the present volume.
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